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1. Introduction33

The magnetic stray field generated by an array of magnetically hard ferromagnetic34

nanodots can be used to create a periodically varying dipolar field-induced pinning35

potential for magnetic domain walls (DWs) moving in an underlying, continuous Pt/Co-36

based film or multilayer [1, 2]. This enables the generation of co-existent [3], yet37

structurally independent, periodic and disordered [4, 5] pinning potentials. While the38

former is mediated by the nanodots’ stray magnetic field, the latter arises from inherent39

weak disorder in the continuous film. As such, the introduction of the periodic pinning40

potential does not perturb the structure nor the disorder of the continuous film [6] as41

opposed to methods involving patterning of the layer itself [7, 8].42

DW pinning from localised magnetic fields [9, 10, 11] generated by overlying43

nanodots [1, 2, 12, 13] depends on the relative alignment of the applied field driving wall44

motion and the orientation of the magnetization at saturation, Marray, of the nanodots45

within the array [1, 2, 12]. This not only introduces a new degree of freedom to control46

the pinning of DWs but also generates switching phenomena that are analogous [2, 14]47

to those induced by the unidirectional anisotropy in magnetic exchange bias systems48

[15, 16, 17, 18]. Both of these effects rely on the pinning potential for a given Marray49

being asymmetric under a switch of the polarity of the applied field used to drive the50

wall in the continuous magnetic film (or, equivalently, under a switch of Marray for a51

constant field polarity).52

Beyond providing an attractive system for studying biasing effects and the interplay53

between distinct pinning potentials, the asymmetric pinning generated by the nanodots54

provides a way to locally pin DWs in a controllable and potentially reprogrammable55

fashion, thereby allowing one to control the propagation of DWs through nanodevices56

such as those recently proposed for high density magnetic data storage [19, 20] and DW57

logic [21] systems. However, while the asymmetries induced by nanodot arrays in the58

systems studied until now have been clearly measurable [1, 2], their relative weakness59

has made them unsuitable for practical application.60

In this contribution, we show that it is indeed possible to generate strongly61

asymmetric magnetic reversal in coupled nanodot-film systems. The film stack is chosen62

so that it exhibits small intrinsic pinning effects and a reduced coercivity [5]. When63

coupled to an array of nanodots we evidence the following strong effects on magnetic64

reversal within the continuous film stack: (a) highly asymmetric hysteresis with a65

nanodot-induced order of magnitude increase in the coercivity; (b) differences of up66

to three orders of magnitude in DW velocities upon switching the field polarity, and67

(c) field-polarity-controlled transitions between compact faceted and percolation-like68

dendritic DW propagation modes.69
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Figure 1. Cross-sectional schematic showing the structure of the sample. The lower

continuous soft layer and the upper nanodots are shaded in grey, while the Pt spacer

and the Si/SiO2 substrate are shown in white. In both multilayer stacks (continuous

layer and nanodots), each Co layer is either 0.45 nm or 0.5 nm thick and each Pt layer

is 2 nm thick (see text).

2. Sample structure and magnetic properties70

Magnetically soft and hard Co/Pt-based multilayer stacks ([Pt(2 nm)/Co(0.45 nm)]271

and [Co(0.5 nm)/Pt(2 nm)]4 respectively) separated by a 3 nm thick Pt spacer layer72

were sputter deposited at room temperature onto a plasma-cleaned Si/SiO2 substrate.73

The multilayer structure was designed to reduce the pinning and coercivity in both74

stacks. The thin 2 nm Pt layers separating the magnetic layers within each stack75

ensure that each stack behaves magnetically as a single ferromagnetic layer with different76

coercive fields. As intended, extraordinary Hall effect and polar magneto-optical Kerr77

effect (PMOKE) hysteresis loop measurements performed just after the film deposition78

show two well separated reversal jumps corresponding to the successive magnetization79

switching of the soft and hard stacks in the bilayer structure. The two multilayer80

stacks are relatively weakly coupled [22] across the Pt spacer, resulting in an effective81

ferromagnetic coupling field of 24 Oe acting on the magnetically soft stack. This field is82

one order of magnitude smaller than the dipolar fields acting on the layer after patterning83

the hard stack into an array of nanodots, and does not act below trenches formed84

between nanodots after patterning (see Sec. 3).85

The upper, magnetically hard [Co/Pt]4 stack was patterned via unfocussed Argon86

ion beam etching (IBE) through a hard Ti/Au mask fabricated using electron beam87

lithography and lift off (figure 1). Etching was monitored via secondary ion mass88

spectrometry (SIMS) and halted upon reaching the Pt spacer layer so that 100 µm89

× 100 µm arrays of 0.2 µm wide ferromagnetic nanodots could be defined (figure 2,90

lower inset) while maintaining the structural integrity of the underlying magnetically91

soft [Pt/Co]2 stack. A relatively large interdot separation of 0.2 µm ensures a negligible92

dipolar interaction between neighbouring nanodots. Both the continuous film stack and93

the nanodots retain their perpendicular magnetic anisotropy after patterning. Since the94
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Figure 2. Room temperature normalized PMOKE hysteresis loop of both the array

and the continuous film (field sweeping rate : 160 Oe/s). Upper inset: Conventional

PMOKE hysteresis loop of the non-interacting part of the continuous film (40 Oe/s).

Lower inset: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the nanodot array (the

white scale bar is 500 nm long).

upper (Co/Pt)4 stack was completely removed in areas outside the array (figure 1), the95

continuous soft (Co/Pt)2 stack can be imaged separately, without interaction with the96

nanodots.97

Using a PMOKE magnetometry arrangement, polar Kerr rotation hysteresis loops98

are measured at λ = 505 nm with the field applied perpendicular to the film plane. This99

method is based on the modulation of the light polarisation by a photo-elastic modulator100

[23]. In simple structures such as ours, the PMOKE is proportional to the out-of-plane101

component of the film magnetisation. The PMOKE hysteresis loop measured through102

a window containing the array and a surrounding continuous film part is shown in103

figure 2. The sharp PMOKE switching at low field is associated with magnetisation104

reversal of the soft stack, while a broad distribution of nanodot switching fields can be105

identified at much higher field. As already found in non-interacting dot arrays [24], this106

broad spreading of switching fields is expected due to the wide distribution of nanodot107

nucleation fields. The top of the hysteresis loop is flat, indicating that the nanodots108

remain saturated upon removal of the magnetic field. The relatively high nanodot109

switching fields (between 1.0 and 1.5 kOe) ensure that the application of magnetic field110

pulses up to a few hundred Oe (used to switch the magnetization of the continuous film)111

does not affect the magnetic state of the nanodots. However, their switching fields are112

low enough to easily reverse their magnetization, which is attractive for the creation of113

reprogrammable pinning sites.114

3. Stray field pinning and bias generation115

The out-of-plane magnetized nanodots radiate a strong perpendicular dipolar stray field116

component, Hz
dip, which acts on the underlying continuous film. Therefore, underneath117

the nanodot array, both the intrinsic weak disorder present in the continuous film and118
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the nanodots’ stray (or “fringing”) field contribute to DW pinning. A 2D plot of Hz
dip at119

the centre of the continuous film is shown in figure 3(a) for down-magnetized nanodots120

(Marray < 0; the Hz
dip profile will be inverted for Marray > 0). Corresponding 1D plots121

are given (figure 3(b) and 3(c)) as calculated along a cross-section through the centres122

of two adjacent nanodots (y = 100 nm) and along a trench separating two nanodot rows123

(y = 300 nm). The applied field, H, used to drive DW motion can be either parallel (P)124

or antiparallel (AP) to Marray. The dipolar field component, Hz
dip, below nanodots has125

the same sign as Marray, while it exhibits the opposite sign beneath the trenches. It can126

thus be seen from figure 3 that, depending upon the lateral position of the DW within127

the continuous film and the sign of H, Hz
dip will either reinforce or compete with H.128

While the weak random disorder in the continuous film, which gives rise to DW creep129

at low fields [4], is insensitive to the field polarity, the nanodots stray field gives rise to130

a spatially periodic, field-polarity-dependent DW pinning potential. Furthermore, the131

abrupt polarity change in Hz
dip below the nanodot borders over a distance comparable132

to the DW width (∼ 10 nm) can stabilize DWs at the nanodot edges and make domain133

expansion beneath the trenches energetically favourable [1].134

A consequence of this field-polarity-dependent pinning is dipolar biasing [2], wherein135

field-asymmetric DW pinning leads to different switching (or ‘coercive’) fields for positive136

and negative applied fields, for a given Marray. This can be seen in figure 4 on ‘minor’137

PMOKE hysteresis loops which probe magnetic reversal only within the continuous film,138

in the cases where the nanodot array is saturated in (a) positive (Marray > 0) or (b)139

negative (Marray < 0) sense. During these measurements the applied field range has140

been limited to avoid switching of the nanodots. A large horizontal bias shift with the141

same sign as Marray is observed in the minor loops and is a consequence of the coercive142

field of the P configuration, HP
C , being much higher than HAP

C , the coercive field in the143

AP configuration. As will be shown in the following, the P configuration leads to a144

stronger DW pinning which hampers magnetic reversal in that branch of the loop, thus145

leading to an increased HP
C . The magnetization reversal asymmetry, estimated from the146

ratio HB/HC = 0.69 of the bias field, HB = 29 Oe ±2 Oe, to the mean coercive field147

HC = (HP
C + HAP

C )/2 = 42 Oe ±2 Oe, is much higher in the present case as compared148

to its value, 0.064, in arrays with the same size/separation ratio for nanodots studied149

in a previous work [2].150

The remainder of the article will be mainly concerned with DW propagation151

underneath the arrays in the P and AP configurations. The phenomena described152

in the previous paragraphs (i.e. asymmetric DW pinning leading to bias and enhanced153

coercivity) are directly linked to the interactions between propagating DWs and the154

nanodot array [2]. For the AP configuration, Hz
dip assists field-driven DW motion below155

the trenches, while the opposite situation prevails for a P configuration. This picture156

of DW motion aided or hampered by Hz
dip depending on the lateral position of the DW157

within the continuous film and below the trenches will be developed in the following158

sections in order to interpret the experimental observations.159
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Figure 3. (a) 2D-plot of the perpendicular z-component of the stray field, Hz
dip,

beneath four nanodots with width and separation of 200 nm, as calculated in the

center of the continuous film. The nanodots are magnetized perpendicular to the film

plane (Marray < 0). Each layer within the stack is assumed to be uniformly magnetized

out of the film plane. The fields generated by the magnetic ‘charges’ on the upper and

lower interfaces of the Co(0.5 nm) layers within the stack have been summed. The

saturation magnetization of the Co layers was assumed to be 900 emu/cm3 [5]; (b)

1D plot of Hz
dip along a line (y = 100 nm) passing through the centres of adjacent

nanodots; (c) 1D plot of Hz
dip along a line (y = 300 nm) passing through the central

axis of the trench between nanodots; (d) 1D plot of the in-plane component of Hdip

along a line (y = 100 nm) passing through the centres of adjacent nanodots. (Color

online).

4. Low field magnetic reversal mechanisms and domain structures160

4.1. Remanent hysteresis loops obtained with PMOKE microscopy161

In wide view PMOKE microscopy, the magnetic image of the sample is recorded by162

a CCD camera. The sample is placed between the poles of an electromagnet and, in163

terms of the light path, lies between a nearly crossed polariser and analyser [24]. A164

green LED light source (λ = 505 nm) and a microscope objective with large numerical165

aperture allow the acquisition of magnetic images with high spatial resolution (∼ 300166

nm). This was used to follow the evolution of the remanent magnetic domain structure167

as a function of magnetic field, thereby obtaining remanent minor hysteresis loops which168

characterize switching in the continuous film both beneath and outside the arrays. The169

remanent loops were traced out by measuring a spatially averaged PMOKE signal170

from images recorded in zero field following consecutively applied field pulses with171

increasing/decreasing amplitude, H (figure 5). As opposed to PMOKE magnetometry172
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(b) 
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Marray > 0 

Marray < 0 

Figure 4. Horizontally shifted minor hysteresis loops of the continuous film beneath

the array measured via conventional laser-based PMOKE magnetometry focused on

the nanodot array through a 50 µm wide pinhole at a field sweep rate of 90 Oe/s for

(a) Marray > 0; (b) Marray < 0.

(figure 4), this microscopy-derived method enables a direct correlation between the173

magnetic state of the film and its domain structure.174

The procedure is shown schematically in figure 5. Let us consider the field-induced175

magnetic behaviour of the film located beneath the array. First, the sample is submitted176

to a large negative field (∼ −2 kOe) in order to saturate the magnetization of both the177

nanodots (Marray < 0) and the continuous film, see M(H) data in figure 2 (Sat state in178

figure 5). Following this saturation step, a H = +200 Oe field pulse with 5 s duration179

is applied to saturate the magnetization of the continuous film in the “up” orientation180

(second step in figure 5).181

H < 0 pulses with increasing amplitude are then successively applied, followed182

by the acquisition of PMOKE images of the frozen remanent state for increasing H183

(e.g. Positions 2 and 3 in figure 5). The negative field eventually leads to nucleation184

of reversed domains. This typically occurs outside the array resulting in a domain185

wall which propagates towards the array, eventually penetrating it. After reaching the186

saturation of the film under negative field (“down” orientation), the field is stepped187
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Figure 5. Experimental procedure used to determine the remanent hysteresis loops

shown in Figure 6. Only a few field pulses are displayed in order to describe the protocol

in a simple manner. The duration of each field pulse was 5 s, while the acquisition

time of each image (at Positions 1 to 7) was 40 s. The detailed experimental procedure

is reported in the text.

back to zero and the process is repeated for pulses with H > 0. Referencing figure 5,188

remanent images captured in Positions 2 and 3 (5 and 6) refer to the P configuration189

(AP configuration).190

By following the protocol outlined above, PMOKE images corresponding to191

intermediary remanent states during the magnetization reversal of the continuous film192

are obtained from the difference between remanent images acquired immediately after193

applying a field pulse leading to domain wall propagation (e.g. position 2 in figure 5)194

and a reference image acquired at Position 1 before a domain wall has propagated into195

the microscope field of view. The images, shown in Figs. 6 and 7 cover a region of the196

sample that includes a corner of the array. Remanent hysteresis loops were constructed197

by spatially averaging the PMOKE signal over 12 µm x 6 µm regions located either198

outside or beneath the nanodot array [2] (figure 6).199

Note that a square and symmetric remanent hysteresis loop with low coercivity,200

H0
C,prop = 8± 2 Oe is obtained outside the array where smooth domain walls propagate201

easily through the film up to the array edge (figure 6, dashed line). In contrast, the202

remanent loop obtained beneath the array is highly asymmetric (figure 6, solid line),203

consistent with the data in figure 4. Reversal in each branch is mediated by vastly204

different modes of domain wall propagation as can be seen in the domain snapshots205

also shown in figure 6: dendritic domain expansion in the low-coercivity AP branch206

and compact square domains in the high coercivity P branch. The coercivities for the207

P and AP configurations measured from this loop are: HP
prop = 69±6 Oe, HAP

prop = 13±2208

Oe.209

In the following, a complete description of the mechanisms governing the observed210

magnetization reversal process will be presented. This description is based on the211

subdivision of the continuous film in (200 nm x 200 nm) cells, as shown in figure 8.212

Four different kinds of cells are defined, according to their positions with respect to213

the nanodot array: cells lying immediately below nanodots (Dot cells) are represented214
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-70.3 Oe 

-65.3 Oe +20 Oe 

+15 Oe 

AP P 

Figure 6. At the center: local PMOKE minor wall propagation-assisted hysteresis

loop of the continuous film measured outside (dashed line) or underneath (continuous

line and closed dots) the 200/200 nanodot array (magnetically saturated in the

‘down’ direction, i.e. Marray = −Msat). After each field pulse, applied during 5 s, the

normalized remanent magnetization is deduced from the integrated PMOKE remanent

signal over an area delimited by the small white dashed rectangle (see images). The

array is delimited by heavy black or white dashed lines. The size of the scale bars is

10 µm. Detailed views of selected areas (size: 5.4 µm x 5.4 µm) of the main snapshot

images taken near domain boundaries are also shown.

in black, cells located below trenches separating nanodots along the array border are215

hatched and denoted by B, cells situated below trenches inside the array are called S216

(light gray), and cells located below the intersection area of two orthogonal trenches are217

denoted I cells and represented in dark gray. These cells will play different roles in the218

domain wall propagation process in P and AP configurations, which will be the subject219

of the next sections.220

4.2. AP configuration221

In the AP configuration, we start with both the nanodot array and the continuous222

film down-magnetized (Marray < 0, Mfilm < 0). Reversal occurs via expansion of223

a positively magnetised domain under a field H > 0. The propagating domain wall224

rapidly moves to the array boundary and penetrates it at a field of ∼ 12 Oe (first225

moving into B cells, figure 8). This is low compared to the penetration field of ∼ 65226
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Figure 7. Remanent domain state of a part of the film located beneath (upper left

side of the images) and outside (lower left and right side of the images) the array,

obtained after applying a negative (P configuration) or positive (AP configuration)

field with increasing absolute value, during 5 s. The AP configuration is shown in the

left-hand panels ((a) – (f)) and the P configuration in the panels at the right-hand

side ((g) – (n)). The size of the white scale bars is 10 µm).

B 

I 

Dot

DotDot

Dot

S S 

S 

Upper array boundary

Figure 8. Diagram of a region of the sample divided in cells. The projection of the

square dots on the continuous film is represented in black. The upper boundary of

the array is located at the top of this figure. The film is divided in different types of

square cells (cell side = 200 nm): B, at the array border (hatched), I located beneath

the intersection of two trenches (grey), and S located beneath trenches separating

nanodots (light grey).
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Oe for the P configuration (see Sec. 4.3). Notice that the invasion of B cells does not227

occur simultaneously all around the array, but only in certain locations (figure 7(b)).228

We ascribe this to local disorder at the array periphery caused by the nanofabrication229

process. To understand this domain wall propagation mode, we consider the stray230

field generated by the nanodots. The stray field beneath the nanodots will repulse the231

expanding domain since there, Hz
dip < 0. However, around the nanodots, Hz

dip is positive232

and aligned with the field driving the domain wall propagation. This alignment means233

that the propagating wall which marks the boundary of the expanding up-magnetised234

domain is attracted to the border of each nanodot [2]. The stray field thus helps to235

drive (i) motion of the domain wall up to the array border, as well as the subsequent (ii)236

penetration into the array and (iii) propagation beneath the trenches which separate237

rows of antidots (in all these positions Hz
dip, like H, is positive). We point out that238

isolated nucleation events within the array (in S or I cells) were not observed before239

the penetration of domain walls from the array borders (B cells). This means that it is240

harder to switch the magnetization by nucleation in a single S/I cell than to propagate241

a domain wall from an adjacent cell. In order to nucleate a single reversed S cell, four242

domain wall segments must be created around the cell (along the nanodot periphery),243

costing more energy than the two new domain wall segments added to the adjacent244

domain would cost.245

We can thus consider motion in the AP configuration as a dendritic growth mode246

through the connected, overlapping trenches lying between the nanodots (S and I cells,247

figure 8). Notice that domains expanding from I cells may follow either a straight path or248

turn 90◦ towards adjacent S cells. The images show a predominance of straight dendrites249

in the AP configuration, which can be explained by magnetostatic considerations250

within the film plane (90◦ branches have higher demagnetizing field). This process251

leads to the formation of the observed dendrites (figure 7(b)). It is possible to find252

positions in the array where there are closely spaced dendrites propagating in the same253

direction (figure 9(a)). Measurements of the image intensity over the two dashed lines254

in figure 9(a) (see figure 9(c,d)) show that the dendrites are spaced by multiples of 400255

nm (i.e. the period of the array). This is consistent with dendrite motion through the256

attractive trench regions, as shown in the schematic of figure 9(b).257

We propose that this dendrite formation is followed by reversal underneath the258

nanodots. Indeed, neglecting disorder, the energy of an isolated down-magnetised259

domain stabilised beneath a nanodot by the local Hz
dip-induced Zeeman energy, EZ260

(Edomain = EDW + EZ(Hz
dip) with EZ(Hz

dip) < 0), is about two times higher than the261

energy corresponding to a uniform magnetisation due to the high energy of the domain262

wall, EDW , which borders the down-magnetised domain (Euniform = EZ(Hz
dip) where263

EZ(Hz
dip) > 0).264
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Figure 9. Domain propagation during dendritic growth in the AP configuration. (a)

Detailed view (2.2 µm x 2.2 µm) of the domain structure appearing in figure 6, right;

(b) proposed dendrite structure as inferred from (a); (c) and (d) mean gray values

measured along the two dashed lines in (a).

4.3. P configuration265

In the initial state for the P configuration (Position 1, figure 5), all the nanodots are266

down-magnetized (Marray < 0) while the magnetization of the continuous film is up-267

magnetized (Mfilm > 0). Under a weak negative field (H < 0), a down-magnetized268

domain nucleated far from the array propagates towards the array (figure 7(g)-(h)). In269

contrast to the AP case, the wall remains at a certain distance from the array boundary,270

even at H ≈ −15 Oe, which is evidenced by the persistence of the up-magnetized271

decoration ring around the array (figure 7(i)). The ring is stabilized by the positive272

dipolar field Hz
dip present around the nanodots for Marray < 0 (figure 3), which in the273

AP case, leads to an attraction of the domain wall to the nanodot edges.274

For higher fields, this decoration ring shrinks to a series of bubbles that disappear275

for H ≈ −40 Oe (figure 7(k)). However, it is not until we reach ∼ −60 Oe that we have276

wide-scale penetration of domain walls into the array (figure 7(k)-(m)). This occurs via277

the expansion of straight edged domains, suggesting a row-by-row reversal within the278
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array, in stark contrast to the dendritic reversal mode observed in AP configuration.279

Intuitively however, one expects the reversal to be very different to the AP case:280

trenches which formed favourable paths for domain wall propagation in the AP case,281

now form a continuous repulsive region for domain growth in the P case. The repulsive282

Hz
dip beneath the trenches also forms a barrier to domain expansion underneath the283

nanodots where albeit, Hz
dip is aligned with the applied field making the nanodot-covered284

regions favourable for domain wall motion. Again, isolated nucleation events within the285

array were not observed before the penetration of domain walls from the array border.286

The key point, however, is that domain walls must move below the trenches before287

reaching the regions beneath the nanodots. Once the trenches are switched however,288

reversal underneath the nanodots is, a priori, highly favourable due to the sign of289

Hz
dip in those regions. Despite the presence of an Hz

dip overshoot around the nanodot290

edges that can be higher than 200 Oe (figure 3(b)), we suggest that this happens291

spontaneously once the walls have propagated partly into the trench regions between292

the nanodots (S cell in figure 8), leading to avalanche-like row by row reversal. The293

effective energy barrier produced by this Hz
dip overshoot, whose calculated oscillation294

amplitude exceeds the driving field, might be notably reduced thanks to the in-plane295

dipolar field component present at the same location (Figure 3(d)), and because the296

oscillation expands over a distance of the order of the DW width. Thus, it is supposed297

that locally, around the nanodot edges, the effective Hz
dip value does not exceed 100 Oe,298

allowing the magnetization of the film to reverse quasi-instantaneously by DW motion299

beneath nanodots under the initial applied field of 200 Oe (figure 5).300

4.4. Trench-mediated motion301

In both configurations, magnetisation reversal is thus dominated by domain wall302

propagation beneath the trenches. In the AP configuration, motion within the regions303

below continuous trenches is aided by Hz
dip leading to an easy dendritic reversal mode.304

The domain walls avoid the regions underneath the nanodots where Hz
dip is aligned305

against H which makes those regions repulsive to the expanding domain. In the306

P configuration, an expanding domain must pass below the repulsive trenches in order307

to reach the attractive regions beneath each nanodot. This occurs for fields around 60308

Oe, where wide scale penetration of domain walls into the array was observed (figure309

7), so we take this value as the minimum field necessary to reverse a Dot cell.310

We thus argue that in both cases, a net forward movement of the domain wall311

front can occur only via domain expansion below the trenches. In a simple model, the312

magnitude of the field required for a domain wall to begin to move through the array313

can be written as:314

H∗
prop = H0

C +Hdendrite ± |HZ,0
dip | (1)315

where H0
C is the contribution from the intrinsic disorder (the coercivity outside the array316

which can be measured from figure 6), Hdendrite is the field associated with the elastic317
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energy increase due to a dendritic formation in an S cell and HZ,0
dip the local Hz

dip field318

within the trench. This latter term will be negative for the AP configuration where319

Hz
dip aids H and positive for the P configuration. Assuming Hdendrite is the same for320

both configurations, we find that321

HP∗
prop −HAP∗

prop = 2|HZ,0
dip | (2)322

Using the values obtained above for HP,AP
prop , we have HP∗

prop ≈ 69 Oe and HAP∗
prop ≈ 13323

Oe, resulting in |HZ,0
dip | ≈ 28 ± 8 Oe. This compares well to the field at the centre of324

the regions below trenches, providing some support for this simple, trench-mediated325

picture of domain wall motion. Note that there is some spread in both growth modes,326

presumably due to intrinsic disorder within the continuous layer.327

4.5. Comparison with other models328

Lyberatos et al [25, 26] have compared a micromagnetic-cell based model with the329

microscopic random field Ising model (RFIM) and the random bond Ising model (RBIM)330

[27]. In both cases, the domain growth mode depends upon the ratio between either331

field or exchange fluctuations and the exchange integral, J . When disorder is rather332

large compared to J , a dendritic growth mode is observed, while as disorder decreases333

a transition to compact faceted growth is favoured. A qualitative analogy can be334

made to our system. The high disorder case corresponds to the AP configuration335

where the domain wall motion is determined by motion past isolated, disconnected336

repulsive positions (ie. high disorder). In contrast, in the P configuration, the domain337

wall motion is limited by its movement through connected repulsive regions (i.e. low338

disorder). Additionally, since the motion in the AP configuration can occur at lower339

fields, the motion is more susceptible to intrinsic disorder within the continuous film [5].340

In analogy to the RBIM, in the present case the exchange energy may be replaced341

by the coercivity that spatially fluctuates between Dot cells and trenches (S and342

I cells). Thus, the ratio between the fluctuation term and the propagation field343

along the trenches, given by the coercivity for each configuration, is certainly the344

pertinent parameter that controls the wall propagation mode. In both configurations345

the fluctuation term corresponds to the difference between the coercivity of a Dot cell346

(estimated to be ∼ 59 Oe) and of the coercivity in the trenches, about 68 Oe and 13347

Oe in the P and AP configurations, respectively. This leads to ratios equal to 0.13 and348

3.5, respectively, consistent with a transition from compact faceted to dendritic growth349

modes in the framework of the RBIM, where such transition occurs for a ratio of 0.5 [27].350

A similar trend has been found in other works [25, 26, 28] in thin films with perpendicular351

anisotropy, where the competition between DW and intralayer magnetostatic energies352

were considered.353
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Figure 10. Evolution of reversed magnetic domains (in black) appearing underneath

the nanodot array when increasing the applied field (and decreasing pulse duration)

indicated above image snapshots for AP and P configurations. The size of the scale

bars is 10 µm.

5. Field-dependent domain morphology and short time dynamics354

In this section we examine the domain morphology and domain wall dynamics under355

larger field magnitudes than in the previous section. To do this, nucleated domains356

were expanded beneath the arrays using pulsed magnetic fields with duration tpulse.357

When increasing the field in the AP configuration , the low field percolating dendritic358

domain structure (H = 20 Oe, tpulse = 5 s, figure 10(a)) transforms under moderate359

field (H = 52 Oe, tpulse = 1 ms, figure 10(b)) into a denser structure to finally give360

rise to nearly round compact domains at much higher field (H = 487 Oe, tpulse = 1 µs,361

figure 10(c)).362

In the P configuration, the compact faceted domains observed in low field (H = 73363

Oe, tpulse = 5 s, figure 10(d)) transform first into domains with rougher DWs (H = 112364

Oe, tpulse = 2 ms, figure 10(e)). This indicates transition to a motion regime where365

the intrinsic disorder within the film dominates the effect of the periodic Hz
dip. Finally,366

nearly round shaped domains with smoother walls are observed at high fields (H = 440367

Oe, tpulse = 200 ns, figure 10(f)), similar to those seen in the AP configuration.368

DW velocities can be deduced from the difference between remanent PMOKE369

images captured over a small film area before and after the application of the magnetic370
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field pulse [5]. In the continuous film outside the array, a rather flat wall moves uniformly371

and its velocity v is deduced from the ratio between the distance traveled by the DW and372

the pulse duration [29]. The velocity can be determined in the same way for the dense373

faceted structure observed in the P configuration. Conversely, in the AP configuration374

the DW velocity due to dendritic domain growth is roughly estimated from the average375

distance travelled by the front of the percolating magnetic pattern. Thus, the latter376

gives a measurement of an upper bound for the velocity in the AP configuration.377

In the continuous film outside the array, the field dependence of the DW velocity378

exhibits good consistency with a creep law [4]:379

v = v0exp
[
−

(
Tdep
T

)(
Hdep

H

)1/4]
. (3)380

This is confirmed from a ln v versus H−1/4 plot (figure 11(a)). Below the array, the381

velocity is reduced by the dipolar coupling to the nanodots leading to a deviation from382

Eq. (3). This nanodot-induced retardation is observed for both configurations with383

the velocity reduction being significantly higher in the P configuration, consistent with384

higher coercivity observed in Figs. 4 and 6. The ratio of the DW velocities measured385

for the P and AP configurations is shown in figure 11(b). At low field, wall motion is386

about three orders of magnitude slower in the P configuration.387

Despite the crudeness of the DW velocity measurements for these domain388

structures, the DW retardation can be understood in terms of a configuration dependent,389

macroscopic retarding field, Hret > 0, which acts uniformly against DW propagation390

[1, 2]. In the inset of figure 11(a) we show the ln v data plotted against (H − HP,AP
ret )391

where HP
ret = 87 Oe and HAP

ret = 24 Oe. The plots indicate that there is a good overlap392

of the velocity data obtained inside and outside the array, albeit tested only over a393

limited range of velocities.394

As mentioned in Section 3, a consequence of the asymmetric DW propagation395

modes in P and AP configurations is the occurrence of a large dipolar bias field,396

HB = 28±2 Oe, arising from configuration dependent propagation fields (HP
prop = 69±6397

Oe, HAP
prop = 13 ± 2 Oe), both higher than that of the soft non-interacting continuous398

film (H0
C,prop = 8 ± 2 Oe) (figure 6). Contrary to previous results [2], the HP

prop and399

HAP
prop values are very different from each other and now closer to the retarding fields400

HP
ret = 87 Oe and HAP

ret = 24 Oe deduced from wall velocity measurements.401

This result supports the relation 2HB = (HP
prop −HAP

prop) = (HP
ret −HAP

ret ) ≈ 60± 4402

Oe demonstrated and discussed in Appendix A. This large bias field, HB
prop = 28403

Oe ±2 Oe, compared with the mean coercivity measured below the array, Hprop =404

(HP
prop + HAP

prop)/2 = 41 ± 4 Oe, is a consequence of the large asymmetry in DW405

propagation modes in P and AP configurations. H(P,AP )
prop are also much higher than406

H0
C,prop = 8 Oe (figure 6) for the non-interacting continuous film. Finally, as previously407

evidenced [2], no bias was found for a randomly demagnetized nanodot array, while408

the coercivity still remained larger than the coercivity of the continuous non-interacting409

film.410
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Figure 11. (a) Natural logarithm of the DW velocity v plotted against H−1/4 in

the continuous film outside (squares) and beneath the nanodot array for the P (full

circles) and AP (open circles) configurations. Inset: v(H − Hret)
−1/4 plots for the

P (HP
ret = 87 Oe) and AP (HAP

ret = 24 Oe) configurations can be superimposed on the

creep plot of the continuous film (H0
ret = 0). The line in (a) corresponds to a linear fit

to the continuous film data points. (b) Field dependent asymmetry in DW velocity for

the AP and P configurations. The relative error on the wall velocity is always smaller

than 10%.

6. Conclusion411

A soft ferromagnetic film submitted to a non-homogeneous dipolar stray field generated412

by an array of magnetized nanodots was investigated by PMOKE microscopy. We413

demonstrate asymmetries in the coercivity and low field-driven DW velocity when414

reversing the applied field with respect to the fixed magnetization of an array of nanodots415

(P or AP configurations). These asymmetries are significantly higher than those seen416

previously in similar systems [2, 5]. At low field, the domain growth mechanism differs417

markedly for the P and AP configurations, with a sharp contrast between faceted418

domains on the P branch of the hysteresis loop and dendritic domains on the AP branch.419

A simple model of motion along the trenches between nanodots has been suggested which420

gives a reasonable match with our results. An analogy is also drawn with the case of the421
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random field Ising model (RFIM), where a transition from faceted to dendritic domains422

is attributed to the increase of the ratio between randomness and coercivity, the former423

in our case attributed to the non-uniformity of the domain wall energy along different424

cells within the sample.425

These results further demonstrate that nano-patterning can be used to426

design phenomenologically rich magnetic nanostructures and to switch rapidly the427

unidirectional anisotropy in a soft magnetic film without thermal treatment, as required428

in exchange biased systems. In judicious cases, the resulting bias could be exploited to429

easily drive DWs along trenches. Having the opportunity to initialize individually the430

magnetization state of each nanodot in a magnetic device with a field pulse, DWs could431

be driven by a fixed magnetic field through defined paths in the soft layer to finally432

reach addressed terminals.433
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Appendix A. Connection between creep and hysteresis loops441

Our experimental results highlight direct links between creep and the quasi-static442

hysteresis loops. Starting from the expression (3) for the wall velocity in the creep regime443

for the non-interacting continuous film, we assume that the propagation coercivity,444

H0
C,prop, corresponds to a field that drives the wall at a given velocity, vd, so that half of445

the small probed film area is reversed after a single field pulse with duration equal to446

tpulse. The expression for the wall-mediated coercive field for this portion of continuous447

film located outside the array can be written as :448

H0
C,prop = (Tdep/T )4Hdep/[ln(vd/v0)]

4 (A.1)449

where ln(vd/v0) < 0. To determine H0
C,prop, we prepare a wall at the border of the image450

and then step the field from H = 0 (tpulse = 5 s) while measuring a local remanent451

PMOKE loop over a small area located outside the array. The resultant remanent loop452

includes no contributions from nucleation and is shown in figure 6 as a dashed line. The453

finite wall propagation-assisted coercive field of H0
C,prop = 8 Oe ±2 Oe is due to pinning454

by intrinsic structural inhomogeneities in the continuous film.455

A similar expression can be derived below the nanodot array:456

HP (AP )
prop = H

P (AP )
ret − (Tdep/T )4Hdep/[ln(vd/v0)]

4 (A.2)457
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This expression shows that the coercive fields for P or AP configurations depend both458

on the intrinsic and periodic pinning potentials. Next, for measurements performed at459

the same field sweeping rate (or tpulse value), we can derive the following two simple460

relations :461

H0
C,prop = HP

prop −HP
ret = HAP

prop −HAP
ret (A.3)462

2HB
prop = (HP

prop −HAP
prop) = (HP

ret −HAP
ret ) (A.4)463

Note that it is straightforward to check the relation (A.4) since remanent hysteresis464

loops in P and AP configurations are both performed at the same field sweeping rate465

(or tpulse value) and dynamic data are extracted for the same wall velocity. However,466

since the pulse duration for dynamic measurements is not simply related to the field467

sweeping rate for hysteresis loops, it is more difficult to verify the expression (A.3). As468

a consequence, we have not checked this relation.469
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